ADDENDUM NO. 1 TO THE CONFORMED PROJECT MANUAL

Throop Wastewater Treatment Facility (WWTF)
Digesters Covers Replacement Project
for

LACKAWANNA RIVER BASIN SEWER AUTHORITY
LRBSA Contract 18-2

Date of Addendum:

May 8, 2018

Date of Bid Receipt:

May 14, 2018

(NO CHANGE)

Time of Bid Receipt:

6:00 p.m. (EDT)

(NO CHANGE)

Date of Bid Opening:

May 14, 2018

(NO CHANGE)

Time of Bid Opening:

6:00 p.m. (EDT)

(NO CHANGE)

To All Bidders:
Bidders for the above named project shall take note of the following changes, additions, deletions,
clarifications, etc., to the Conformed Project Manual, which shall become a part of and have precedence
over anything contrarily shown on or described in the Conformed Project Manual, and all such shall be
taken into consideration and shall be included in the Bid Proposal.
This Addendum is hereby made a part of the Conformed Project Manual on which this contract will be
based and is issued to modify, explain, and/or correct the original Conformed Project Manual. Bidders are
advised to attach this Addendum to your Conformed Project Manual and submit bids and be otherwise
governed accordingly.
Bidder must acknowledge receipt of this Addendum on page 00300-2 of the PROPOSAL Forms.
Please see the attached pages.

Britt Bassett, PE, BCEE

Project Manager

Lackawanna River Basin
Sewer Authority

Throop WWTF
Digesters Covers Replacement

Concerning the Contract Specifications:
Item No. 1 Table of Content ADD the following to the Table of Contents:
Specification 09910 Lead Paint Containment and Safe Disposal.
Appendices
Proposal (or Bid) Form
Pre-Bid Conference Meeting Minutes
DEP Letter regarding Water Quality Management Part II permit
Original Pacific Flush Tank Cover Shop Drawing and partial Specification
Specification from Digester Rehabilitation in 1995
FHWA info sheet discussing bridge demolition involving lead painted structural steel
PennDOT Standard Reinforced Concrete Repair Drawing BC-783M Sheet 2 of 4
Sludge Analysis Report
Item No. 2 Specification 00300 Proposal or Bid Form REPLACE the Original with the enclosed revised bid
form:
Which increases the Unit Quantity for Bid Item 203 Digester Cleaning/Grit Disposal from 30,000 to
60,000 gallons.
Item No. 3 Specification 00800 Supplementary Conditions
Paragraph 5.04.D. ADD the following Paragraph 8:
8. Excess or Umbrella Liability: This is required to be provided for each of the specified insurance
coverages. If total coverage for each insurance (example: $2,000,000 base + $5,000,000 Umbrella) is
the same, other policy amounts can be provided (example: $1,000,000 base + $6,000,000 Umbrella) so
long as the specified total is satisfied ($7,000,000 for this example).
Paragraph 14.05.A.3. ADD The following Supplementary Condition 14.05.A.3:
3. Partial Substantial Completion: Owner will issue Substantial Completion for the Primary Digester once
that phase of the Work is functioning and usable.
Item No. 4 Specification 01010 Summary of Work:
Part 3.01 N:
REVISE the Title to read “Phase I Primary Digester”. Clarification: The western digester is the Primary
Digester, see Sheet 3 Site Plan. Contractor shall work on the Primary Digester first. REVISE all
references in this section to the Secondary Digester to instead refer to the Primary Digester.
ADD the following to Paragraph 1: Contractor will be required to schedule Primary Digester cleaning and
demolition considering delivery of the membrane cover system, so the digester is not dewatered and
unavailable for the Authority’s use for an extended timeframe before the cover system is delivered.
Part 3.01 O:
REVISE the Title to read “Phase II Secondary Digester”. Clarification: The eastern digester is the
Secondary Digester, see Sheet 3 Site Plan. Contractor shall work on the Secondary Digester last. REVISE
all references in this section to the Primary Digester to instead refer to the Secondary Digester.
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Lackawanna River Basin
Sewer Authority

Throop WWTF
Digesters Covers Replacement

Item No. 5 Specification 01150 Measurement and Payment
Part 1.05 Lump Sum Bid Items:
Part C: Item 101 Demolish Existing Floating Cover and Stairs: REPLACE Paragraph 2 with
following:
2. Demolish and completely remove the existing digester floating covers by removing ballast, steel
decking, truss framework, steel underside, gas dome; and (if they will no longer be needed) gas piping,
seals, instruments, controls, appurtenances, etc. The lead paint used in the original cover installation was
a red lead primer on the exterior surfaces (top and bottom) of the dome. The interior seems to have
been coated with a bituminous product. When the covers were rehabbed previously, the underside of
the cover and the ring faces were sandblasted and repainted so the only surface that should have lead
primer remaining is the top. Contractor shall assume that 2 inches of Permalite insulation is present
inside the domes and that the Permalite contains asbestos.
REPLACE Paragraph 6 with the following:
6. Demolish existing digester stairs and install relocated Archbald stairs. The Contractor may choose to
retain a portion of the existing stairs to use as part of the new stair assembly. Contractor shall provide
any additional miscellaneous materials necessary to install the Archbald stairs.
Part E: Item 103 Dual Membrane Digester Cover Systems: ADD the following Paragraph 3:
3. Furnish, install, and integrate plant SCADA system modifications as detailed. The Contractor shall be
responsible for the overall operation of the SCADA system and take single source unit responsibility for
every component of the System. The intent is to provide complete operating control systems. Provide
specified I-O that monitors identified facility field devices (switches, sensors, and instruments) and
process equipment. Provide other equipment and/or auxiliary devices as required, even if not specified,
for the proper interface and performance of the overall system that are designed to accomplish the task
for which they are intended.
Part F: Item 104 TJ Cannon Controls Modifications: REPLACE with the following:
F. ITEM 104 TJ Cannon Controls Modifications: This Agreement includes a Lump Sum Cash
allowance for TJ Canon, Inc., who provided the price for this Bid Item to LRBSA for inclusion under this
Agreement. Provide programming to integrate the new control panel IO with the existing SCADA system.
Part 1.06 Contingent Bid Items:
REPACE the first Paragraph from Part E: Item 203 Digester Cleaning/Grit Disposal with the
following:
Each digester contains digested sludge (sludge), broadly defined as including rags, screenings, floatables,
grit, and other objectionable material. LRBSA will use its existing pumps to transfer sludge from one
digester to the other, and then to pump out as much remaining sludge as possible. For the purpose of
this bid, it is estimated that 60,000 gallons of digested sludge will remain following LRBA’s removal
efforts, 30,000 from each Primary and Secondary Digester. Contractor shall completely remove all
remaining accumulated sludge. Contractor shall supply all labor, power, equipment, chemicals and
material necessary to remove and process the sludge including sludge pumps, water booster pumps,
suction and discharge hoses, electrical power supply and connections, equalization/mixing tank, sludge
dewatering equipment, polymer feed system and conveyors. LRBSA does not have electric service
available to power this sludge removal effort. Contractor must provide his own independent power
source.
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Sewer Authority

Throop WWTF
Digesters Covers Replacement

Item No. 6: Specification 02110 Demolition
ADD the following new Paragraphs F and G to Part 1.01 Description of Work:
1.01.F. Contractor shall assume that 2 inches of Permalite insulation is present inside the domes and that
the Permalite contains asbestos, and therefore he shall handle and dispose of this Asbestos Containing
Material (ACM) according to all applicable regulations. As an alternative, Contractor is free to test the
Permalite insulation for asbestos content using the following procedure and to use whatever level of care
that applicable regulations require, based on the asbestos content that testing identifies.
1.01.G. Should the contractor elect to test, he shall determine and certify whether the digester covers
contain Asbestos Containing Materials (ACM), and if so how much, by inspecting, collecting and analyzing
samples, and issuing a report of findings. If ACM are found, the Contractor shall abate and remove the
contaminated material prior to general demolition.
Item No. 7 Specification 09910 Lead Paint Containment and Safe Disposal: ADD entire new Specification.
Item No. 8 Specification 11340 Anaerobic Digester Dual Membrane Gasholder Cover Systems:
ADD the following to Paragraph 1.05 F: The bond amount shall cover the full cost to replace the dual
membrane gasholder cover system, based on the Contractor’s approved Schedule of Values, including
but not limited to sludge removal and disposal, tank cleaning and preparation, disposal of cover system
components to be replaced, furnish and install cover systems, start up and testing, operator training, etc.
ADD Paragraphs 3.04 as follows:
3.04 COMPONENTS DELIVERY: Manufacturer shall deliver components in a timely manner closely
coordinated with Contractor’s Installation Schedule. In particular, the dual membrane covers shall not be
delivered more than a month before scheduled installation, due to their sensitivity to weathering.
Manufacturer shall store at its site as required.
Concerning the Contract Specifications:
Item No. 1 Sheet 4 Digester Building Roof Level Demolition Plan:
REVISE Digester Cleaning Note 1 to read: Each Digester will contain approximately 30,000 gallons of
digested sludge after Authority has pumped out what it can…
ADD Notes 6, 7 and 8:
6.

Cut the existing guide channels flush with the top of the existing concrete wall and grind smooth.

7.

Repair concrete spalls in accordance with PennDOT Standard Reinforced Concrete Repair Drawing
BC-783M Sheet 2 of 4 and Specification 03600. Utilize repair methods from the PennDOT Drawing,
but utilize grout and related materials identified in Specification 03600. Apply Sika Armatec 110
Epocem bonding agent to surface before applying non-shrink epoxy grout.

8.

Repair concrete cracks in accordance with PennDOT Publication 408 Section 1091 and Specification
03600. Utilize repair methods from the PennDOT Publication, but utilize grout and related materials
identified in Specification 03600. Apply Sika Armatec 110 Epocem bonding agent to surface before
applying non-shrink epoxy grout.

Item No. 2 Sheet 8 Digester Building Lower Level Plan and Section: REVISE the digester diameter labeled
on Section A-A to read: 65’ +.
END OF ADDENDUM NUMBER 1
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Lackawanna River Basin Sewer Authority
Throop Wastewater Treatment Facility (WWTF)
Digesters Covers Replacement Project
Pre-Bid Conference Meeting Minutes
Tuesday, May 1, 2018 – 10:00 a.m.
Attendees:

LRBSA: Michael Matechak PE Executive. Director, Bob Davis Superintendent,
Jeff Spaide, PE Plant Engineer
Bassett Engineering: Britt Bassett PE Project Manager, Connor Bassett
Dickinson Crane: Rick Pletz
Eastern Environmental Contractors: Doug Muller
Fabcor: Scott McGeehan
G.M. McCrossin: Mark Mance
Heisey Mechanical: Andrew Innerst
Pioneer Construction: Charley Sansky
Quasar Energy Group: Dave Baran, Renato Contipelli, Elizabeth Lehman, Monte King
Spectraserv: Steve Scott

Agenda:

Britt Bassett started the meeting with introductions from Bassett Engineering and
LRBSA, followed by reviewing the pre-bid agenda

1.

Bid Opening 5/14/2018 @ 6:00 PM (@ LRBSA Office, Throop, PA)
a

Receive Bids up to 6:00 PM (@ LRBSA Office, Throop, PA)

b

Bid Bond 10% of Total Amount Bid

2.

Bidders must submit Paper Bid Form distributed with Contract Documents

3.

Bid Award to lowest responsive & responsible bidder based on Total Bid –Lump Sum &
Contingent Bid Items:
a

Responsive – complete, correct bid package

b

Responsible – work history

4.

Entire project under one General Contract, including controls modifications

5.

Contract Time 300 days - Final Completion would be in April 2019 timeframe

6.

a

Performance & Payment Bonds - 100% each

b

Liquidated Damages: $500.00 per calendar day of delay from the above-stipulated time
for completion, until such work is satisfactorily completed and accepted.

c

Engineering Charges for Delays in Completion: Contractor shall reimburse the Owner the
actual engineering invoice amount for each and every person the engineer needs to
perform duties on site and in the office from the above stipulated time for completion.

Payment: Monthly progress payments are due to Contractor within 14 days of approval by
LRBSA Board of Directors.
a

10% retainage until Final Completion.

b

Final Settlement – Twice value of work remaining (based on approved Schedule of
Values), held for up to 3 months after Final Completion
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Lackawanna River Basin Sewer Authority
Throop WWTF Digester Covers

7.

Specifications 00300 Bid Proposal Form and 1150 Measurement and Payment:
Base Lump Sum Bid Item explanations:
C.

ITEM 101 Demolish Existing Floating Covers and Stairs
1.

Clean the digesters interior and exterior as required to create a safe working
environment inside and around the digesters.

2.

Demolish and completely remove the existing digester floating covers by removing
ballast, steel decking, truss framework, steel underside, gas dome; and (if they will
no longer be needed) gas piping, seals, instruments, controls, appurtenances, etc.

3.

Detach membrane roofing that is to be reused along the digester perimeter
including cap flashing, etc. Protect from damage by subsequent construction.

4.

Demolish and completely remove the concrete masonry unit caps on digester walls.
Cover and seal cavity wall temporarily to prevent moisture penetration. Clarification:
The corbel is not to be removed.

5.

Dispose of demolished materials. The Addendum will include additional safety
procedures that will be required for handling waste materials.

6.

Demolish existing digester stairs and install relocated Archbald stairs. The contractor
may choose to retain a portion of the existing stairs to use as part of the new stair
assembly.

Questions were raised about details on the steel floating covers, focusing on the potential
to encounter lead paint and asbestos. Mike Matechak researched the lead paint issue
further. The documentation he found indicates that the lead paint used in the original
cover installation was a red lead primer on the exterior surfaces (top and bottom) of the
dome. The interior seems to have been coated with a bituminous product so that
surface should be OK. When the covers were rehabbed previously, the underside of the
cover and the ring faces were sandblasted and repainted so the only surface that should
have lead primer remaining is the top. Mr. Matechak also found the attached FHWA info
sheet discussing bridge demolition involving lead painted structural steel. The last
section discusses demolition. FHWA recommends cutting with hydraulic shears as
opposed to torching to keep dust down. If torching, they recommend removing 4" of
paint along the cut line.
The relocated stairs will be coming from Archbald WWTP, another plant operated by
LRBSA. The Archbald stairs should be ready for use at Throop WWTP by June. The
Conformed Project Manual includes shop drawings and pictures of the Archbald stairs.
The Contractor shall provide any additional miscellaneous materials necessary to install
the Archbald stairs. He will not be required to hire a structural engineer to review the
design of the relocated stairs. Contractor may consider installing these stairs early on to
facilitate his work on the digesters.
D.

ITEM 102 Prepare Existing Digesters for Membrane Covers
1.

Relocate gas flare.

2.

Form and pour concrete ring walls to extend existing digester walls.

3.

Prepare the interior and exterior surfaces of the digester for new work including for
painting.

4.

Core drill digester walls for new penetrations, cap and/or plug existing penetrations
in digester walls or building roof that are no longer needed.
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Lackawanna River Basin Sewer Authority
Throop WWTF Digester Covers

5.

Paint digester interior walls.

6.

Reattach membrane roofing complete including blocking, flashing, etc. Provide new
roofing materials, flashing, appurtenances, etc. as necessary.

7.

Modify TWAS piping in Digester Building Lower Level to connect directly to both
digesters via existing wall thimbles. It currently connects to the digester
recirculation piping. Clarification: Cement mortar lining will be fine for the TWAS
piping because Throop has thorough grit removal.

Clarification: The specifications include provisions for working in cold weather, particularly
painting and concrete placement. The Contractor will be permitted to form and pour both
concrete ring walls in warmer weather before working on the remaining parts of the digesters.
E.

ITEM 103 Dual Membrane Digester Cover Systems
1.

Provide complete dual membrane digester cover systems:

a.

Modify gas withdrawal pipe inside digester.

b.

Inner support network secured to digester walls.

c.

Dual membranes and external restraint cabling (if provided, manufacturer will
determine if this is needed) to concrete ring wall.

d.

Aeration fan packages in Digester Building Lower Level. Run air ducting from
blowers to digester covers.

e.

Instruments and gas safety systems on digesters, at blower packages, on
membrane covers, on air and gas piping.

f.

gas supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system including new
membrane cover control panels in Digester Building Electrical Room with
control software.

g.

Test, start-up. Train Operators and commission systems.

2.

Complete all required ancillary work not identified above.

3.

Furnish, install, and integrate plant SCADA system modifications as detailed. The
Contractor shall be responsible for the overall operation of the SCADA system and
take single source unit responsibility for every component of the System. The intent
is to provide complete operating control systems. Provide specified I-O that
monitors identified facility field devices (switches, sensors, and instruments) and
process equipment. Provide other equipment and/or auxiliary devices as required,
even if not specified, for the proper interface and performance of the overall system
that are designed to accomplish the task for which they are intended.

Clarification: The contractor will provide the necessary personnel for Start-up identified in
Specification 01660. The Manufacturer’s requirements for personnel on site are itemized
under Specification 01640.
F.

ITEM 104 TJ Cannon Controls Modifications: This Agreement includes a Lump
Sum Cash allowance for TJ Canon, Inc., who provided the price for this Bid Item to
LRBSA for inclusion under this Agreement. Provide programming to integrate the new
control panel IO with the existing SCADA system.
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G. ITEM 105 Unison Controls Modifications: This Agreement includes a Lump Sum
cash allowance for Unison, Inc. who provided the price for this Bid Item to LRBSA for
inclusion under this Agreement. Modify the Unison Gas Conditioning Skid Control Panel
software and (if necessary) hardware as required so the Gas Conditioning Skid and the
Capstone Microturbines respond to control input from the Dual Membrane Control Panels.
Specifically, volume of digester gas held in the gasholder covers will become the primary
mechanism to control the operation of the Gas Conditioning Skid and the Microturbines.
Gas pressure under the gasholder covers will become a secondary control mechanism.
Contingent Bid Item explanations:
C.

ITEM 201 Concrete Surface Repair: Repair the concrete surface where it has
spalled with epoxy mortar patch as required by written order of the Engineer. The work
includes preparing the surface as recommended by the mortar manufacturer and placing
the mortar, complete. Measurement shall be made by the two-dimensional method
determined in the field. Payment shall be made at the unit price bid per square foot for
the actual surface area. Assume the maximum depth of repair shall be 2 inches. Repair
the concrete surface according to PennDOT Standard Reinforced Concrete Repair
Drawing BC-783M Sheet 2 of 4.

D.

ITEM 202 Concrete Crack Repair: Repair cracks in the concrete, up to 2-inches
deep, with epoxy mortar patch as required by written order of the Engineer. The work
includes preparing the crack as recommended by the mortar manufacturer and placing
the mortar, complete. Measurement shall be made by linear feet of crack repaired.
Payment shall be made at the unit price bid per linear foot for the actual crack length.
Assume the maximum depth of repair shall be 2 inches. Repair the concrete crack
according to PennDOT Publication 408 Section 1091.

Clarifications: Assume surface and crack repairs can extend from the face of the concrete to
the face of the rebar, up to 2-inches deep. Follow PennDOT Standard Reinforced Concrete
Repair Drawing BC-783M Sheet 2 of 4 for surface repair and Publication 408 Section 1091 for
crack repair.
E.

ITEM 203 Digester Cleaning/Grit Disposal: Each digester contains digested sludge
(sludge), broadly defined as including rags, screenings, floatables, grit, and other
objectionable material. LRBSA will use its existing pumps to transfer sludge from one
digester to the other, and then to pump out as much remaining sludge as possible. For
the purpose of this bid, it is estimated that 60,000 gallons of digested sludge will remain
following LRBA’s removal efforts, 30,000 from each Primary and Secondary Digester.
Contractor shall completely remove all remaining accumulated sludge. Contractor shall
supply all labor, power, equipment, chemicals and material necessary to remove and
process the sludge including sludge pumps, water booster pumps, suction and discharge
hoses, electrical power supply and connections, equalization/mixing tank, sludge
dewatering equipment, polymer feed system and conveyors. LRBSA does not have
electric service available to power this sludge removal effort. Contractor must provide his
own independent power source.

Prior to the start of work, the Owner and Contractor shall jointly measure and agree to the
initial volume of sludge remaining in the digester. This volume shall be used as the measured
quantity basis for the contract amount. The estimated quantity of sludge upon which the bid
was based will be adjusted upward or downward, as appropriate, and the contract dollar
amount correspondingly adjusted utilizing the bid unit price per gallon.
The dewatered sludge shall be free of water by the paint filter test and shall contain a
minimum 13% total solids by weight. Test method shall be in accordance with EPA Document
No. SW-846, Test Methods for Evaluating Solid Waste (September 1986).
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LRBSA reserves the right to test the material. No material may be added to the dewatered
sludge to achieve compliance with the paint filter test or total solids requirement unless
authorized in advance by the Authority.
LRBSA will pay Keystone Landfill disposal fees.
Clarification: The Bid Form lists 30,000 gallons of digested sludge (Revised to 60,000
gallons by Addendum) for the Contractor to remove for the purposes of establishing the
Unit Price, which will be used regardless of the actual final volume. Contractors should bid
assuming on-site pressing of the remaining sludge, although LRBSA may allow liquid hauling;
this will be decided during construction.
8.

Spec 01500: Field office and laydown areas: See Sheet 3, beyond the far/south/upper end of
employee parking lot and behind Dewatering Building. Clarification: Bassett Engineering will
provide its own field office. The general contractor will be responsible to provide utilities, etc.,
for this field office as specified.

9.

Maintenance & protection of traffic: Contractor must not interfere with normal plant traffic
flow. This will require close coordination of crane locations and digester cover lay-down areas
(the latter if contractor plans to lay covers or cover sections down on plant site while
demolishing).

10. Spec 11340: Addendum will clarify that the Manufacturers will be required to deliver materials
(particularly the membrane covers) to the site in stages as they are needed. Contractor must
coordinate with Bassett Engineering and LRBSA if they need to store materials on site.
Addendum will also clarify that the Contractor will be required to schedule secondary digester
cleaning and demolition considering delivery of the membrane cover system, so the digester is
not dewatered and unavailable for the Authority’s use for an extended timeframe before the
cover system is delivered.
11. Testing by Contractor to protect the Authority’s interests: concrete, pressure, leakage,
electrical continuity, automated control systems etc. Pipes will require water or air pressure
testing, as applicable.
12. Spec 00800: Question on Excess or Umbrella Liability Insurance: See Addendum.
13. Clarification: A municipal permit is not required for the project as the project is considered
maintenance. The Addendum includes the Letter from DEP confirming that a DEP Water
Quality Management Part II permit is also not required.
14. Any additional questions should be sent to Bassett Engineering, who will coordinate with
LRBSA and respond. Addendums and RFI’s will be sent to all bidders electronically.
15. Attendees toured the Project Site following the meeting.
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ORIGINAL PACIFIC FLUSH TANK COVER SHOP DRAWING

Original Paint Specification for Pacific Flush Tank from 1965

Reference Item
This specification was included in the 1995 contract to rehabilitate the digester covers.
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Bridge Lead Removal and General Site Safety
Work Methods On Steel Structures

Table of Contents
Housekeeping
Inspections and Maintenance
Proper Task Performance
Supervision
Methods Of Lead Paint Removal
Open Abrasive Blasting
Vacuum Blast Cleaning
Wet Abrasive Blast Cleaning
Chemical Cleaning
Hand Scraping of Lead-based Paint
Heat Gun Removal of Lead-based Paint
Welding, Burning, And Torch Cutting In Maintenance, Renovation, And Demolition

This section on work methods on steel structures will give workers general knowledge as to the type of construction activities associated with steel structures, bridges, and demolition that can cause
exposure to lead. It also looks at what work practices can be used to reduce worker exposure. Many tasks that workers perform can cause very high lead exposure, including abrasive blasting,
welding, cutting, and burning.
Housekeeping
A good housekeeping program is required on all jobs to keep airborne lead levels below permissible limits. Good housekeeping can be as easy as setting up a schedule to make sure that
accumulations of lead dust and lead containing debris are reduced to a minimum.
Lead dust in the workplace on overhead ledges, equipment, floors, and other surfaces must be removed before disruption like traffic, vibration, or random air currents can cause dust to become
airborne again. Such cleaning operations should be conducted whenever possible, and always at the end of each day and after normal operation ceases. Furthermore, everyone doing the cleanup
should be provided with suitable respiratory protection and personal protective clothing to prevent contact with lead.
Vacuuming is considered to be the most reliable method of cleaning surfaces on which dust accumulates. When vacuuming equipment is used, the vacuums must be equipped with HEPA filters.
Blowing with compressed air is generally prohibited as a cleaning method. All lead-containing debris and contaminated items accumulated for disposal must be collected and put into sealed,
impermeable bags or other closed, impermeable containers. Bags and containers must be appropriately labeled as lead-containing waste.
Inspections and Maintenance
Scheduled inspection and equipment maintenance, such as for ventilation systems, is another important work practice control. At work sites where total containment is used as an engineering control,
the failure of the ventilation system in the containment area can result in high levels of lead exposure. Often, equipment that is near failure will not perform normally. Regular inspections can detect
problems so that timely maintenance can then be performed. If equipment is routinely inspected, maintained, and repaired, or replaced before equipment failure happens, there is less chance that
hazardous exposures will occur.
Proper Task Performance
In addition to the above work practice controls, workers must know the proper way to perform their jobs. For example, if a worker inappropriately performs a task away from an exhaust vent, the
exhaust vent will be of no use. All training will be provided by the employer.
Supervision
Good supervision is critical. It provides needed backup support for protection against mistakes. For example, directing a worker to position the exhaust vent properly or improving work practices, such
as by having the worker stand to the side of the cutting torch, will reduce the worker's exposure to lead.
METHODS OF LEAD PAINT REMOVAL
Open Abrasive Blasting
The most common method of removing lead-based paint from steel structures is open (nozzle) abrasive blasting. The abrasive material, generally steel shot/grit, sand or slag, is forced by compressed
air through hoses. The material cleans the surface of the structure, exposing the steel. The abrasive also conditions the steel, which improves the adherence of the new paint or weld.
Until recently, abrasive blasting work was conducted in open air, which helped to reduce the airborne concentration of abrasive dust containing lead in the workers' breathing zone. Tarpaulins were
generally used only to protect neighboring homes and automobiles from a damaging blast of abrasive dust or to reduce residents' complaints about over spray, dust, and dirt. Now that the health
effects are clearly known, it is even more important to ensure that lead-containing debris does not contaminate the surrounding area. Regulations now require the erection of containment structures for
open abrasive blasting operations.
Although containment structures are designed to reduce the release of lead into the environment, they usually increase worker exposure to airborne lead inside the containment, reduce visibility, and
increase the risk of slip and fall injuries resulting from waste material buildup on footing surfaces. Contaminant structures vary in design and ability to contain debris. Some containment structures
consist of tarpaulins made of open mesh fabrics (screens) that are loosely fitted around the blasting area; some use rigid materials, such as wood, metal, or plastic to enclose the blasting area, and
some use a combination of flexible and rigid materials. Large air-moving devices may be connected to an enclosed containment structure to exhaust dust-laden air and create negative pressure inside
the containment.
These steps should be followed:
Design the containment and ventilation system to provide adequate air movement so that the dust in the air is removed from the blast operator's breathing zone and the structure itself This can
be done by using a forced air supply to provide clean air to move the contaminated air from the worker's breathing zone.
Compressors for supplying respiratory air for abrasive blasting respirators must be situated on the job site so as to avoid entry of contaminated air into the system.
Respirators must be donned before entering the containment area and should not be removed until workers have exited the area or as part of a decontamination procedure.
The abrasive cleaner must be extremely efficient in removing lead dust; otherwise, lead is reintroduced into the containment area.
Vacuum Blast Cleaning
Vacuum blasting is a variation on open abrasive blasting. The blast nozzle has local containment (a shroud) at its end, usually accomplished by brush lined attachments at its outer edges and a
vacuum inlet between the blast nozzle and the outer brushes. The brushes prevent release of the abrasive and debris as they rebound from the steel surface. These particles are removed from the
work area by the built-in vacuum system. The abrasive can be disposed of or cleaned and recycled.
Vacuum blast cleaning is the most efficient method, with minimal dust generation if used properly, except where accessibility is difficult, such as between back-to-back angles. A variety of heads are
available to achieve a tight seal for inside corners, outside corners, and flat surfaces. The advantages of vacuum blasting are that most of the waste materials and abrasive are collected at the site of
generation and are not transported to the breathing zone of the workers, and the need for containment may be reduced or eliminated.
Wet Abrasive Blast Cleaning
Wet abrasive blast cleaning is a modification of traditional open abrasive blast cleaning. This system uses compressed air to propel the abrasive material to the surface being cleaned. Water is injected
into the abrasive stream either before or after the abrasive exits the nozzle. The water reduces dust levels and minimizes the need for the containment enclosures, which would be required for dry
blast cleaning.
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A disadvantage to using water is that it may be necessary to use rust inhibitors to avoid rusting. The containment also must be designed to capture the water. Wet abrasive/paint debris is more difficult
to handle and transport than dry debris, and unless the water can be filtered, it may add to the volume of debris generated.
Chemical Cleaning
Old paint also can be removed from steel structures using chemical strippers. These strippers can be solvent- or caustic-based and be applied by hand or sprayed on. Depending on the thickness of
the paint, the chemical remains on the surface anywhere from 5 minutes to 48 hours. After the chemical has had time to do its job, scraping and brushing are used to clean the chemical and paint off.
Pressurized water may also be used. It is very important that all of the waste is contained so it will not contaminate the environment.
Chemicals used can be hazardous. They can be inhaled, ingested, or absorbed through the skin. Many of these chemicals will cause eye and skin irritation or burns. It is very important to ensure that
workers are protected from not just the hazards of lead but also the chemicals. Proper training in the use of chemical strippers must take place. Respirator cartridges and protective clothing must be
selected for the specific chemicals that are used.
Hand Scraping of Lead-based Paint
The hazard of hand-held scraping comes from dust generation and paint chips released from the scraping process. A wet method with a HEPA vacuuming ventilation system should be used.
Heat Gun Removal of Lead-based Paint
In this process, a heat gun, which is similar to a hair dryer, is used to peel paint away. This process uses heat to separate the paint from the steel structure and the paint can then be removed with a
putty knife. The health hazards associated with this process come from lead fumes released into the air during the heating process and from lead paint chips created from the scraping.
Heat guns should be restricted to 700°F (371°C) by using a built-in thermostat. Above this temperature lead is vaporized into the air. Commercial heat guns can produce temperatures as high as
1000°F (538°C), generating and releasing high levels of airborne lead.
WELDING, BURNING, AND TORCH CUTTING IN MAINTENANCE, RENOVATION, AND DEMOLITION
High levels of lead are emitted when welding or burning takes place on lead-painted steel structures. Exposure can result from a large variety of construction projects, from bridge rehabilitation to
demolition of a high-rise building. Welding is a process that joins two pieces of metal together, generating many hazardous compounds from the metal itself. When lead paint is added to it, the hazard
is compounded. Cutting metal with lead coating on it results in the same problems as welding. Both welding and cutting cause the metal and its coating to be released in the air as fumes, making it
available for inhalation by workers.
All surface coatings should be tested prior to applying heat to protect from possible fire hazards.
Where lead is present, local exhaust ventilation equipped with a HEPA filter should be used.
Use long cutting torches so the welder or cutter can remain as far away as possible from the work.
Before beginning any work on the metal, remove at least 4 inches (10.2 cm) of lead-containing material from where the welding or burning will take place.
During demolition, the use of hydraulic shears as opposed to cutting metal with a torch significantly reduces lead exposure to workers.
Avoid standing in the fumes when using a torch. Many hazardous chemicals can be released, not just lead.
Avoid using heat to bum off lead coatings whenever possible.
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